
 
 
 

 
 

Tips for Bottling Maple Syrup 

(Remi Link-AED) 

 

It is very important to bottle maple syrup at the correct temperature and syrup 

density to avoid mold and bacteria growth. New York State requires sugar solids in 

maple syrup to be at 66%. Syrup should be bottled between 180 degrees and 200 

degrees. Three ways to check syrup density are: 

 A candy or digital thermometer can be used and should read 7.1 degrees 

above the boiling point of water.  

 A syrup hydrometer will take a reading at either Hot Test (200 degrees or 

above) or Cold Test (70 degrees).  Most hydrometers are made in Vermont 

or Canada and their Hot Test is at 66.9% sugar solids.  

 A hand or digital refractometer requires a few small drops of syrup at room 

temperature to be placed on a lens and then a reading can be taken.  

 

Once you have determined that you are at the correct density, the syrup must be 

filtered from all impurities. This can be done with felt and synthetic papers or under 

pressure using a filter press. The syrup should then be heated between 180-200 

degrees and poured into a clean container. If you go over 200 degrees, then you 

will start to form nitre (sugar sand) and the syrup must be re-filtered again.  

Fill to just below the rim to limit the amount of headspace and then turn the 

container upside down to sterilize the entire interior surface.  Let the container cool 

with adequate air space between containers to avoid heat burn. If the containers 

are placed to close together when cooling, the syrup inside could drop a grade in 

color.  

 

If you are making maple syrup for your own use, store the filled containers in a cool 

dark place. If you are planning to sell your syrup, New York State Department of 

Agriculture & Markets requires that you have the containers properly labeled. Your 

name and address must be on the container as well as identifying the product as 

maple syrup, correct grade label and amount of syrup in the container. If you would 

like more information on this contact Remi Link at 736-3394 ext 111 or visit our 

website at http://counties.cce.cornell.edu/oneida/Agriculture/Ag/maple/maple.htm  
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